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In addition to what I  say in the enclosed letter to the editor, at least two 

of the Secret .service agents who did not keep John Kennedy alive suffered the most_ 

severe psychiatric reactions. One Clint Ei1101,almost lost his life and he did save 
Jackie. Another is inoe nursing 	with the,most severe spsychiatric problems 
end 	
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tiding were Made agiinst him in a 
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book which said he had killed the President by accident. I provided him and his 
familY with counsel, rather referred them to, my FOIA lawyer and friend,who I knew 

wit'lout speaking to him,would do all he could, and he did get a public apology 

and some money from 6t. 

All the people who make threats do not mean them and all the threats do not 

come to the attention .1‘,4 the authorities, but there was a number of threats 
against 1- ennedy when he was killed and I can remember what amounted to incite-
tions against FDR by those who included the—Itarrs of that era. 

But there is no way of knowing and there should be 4unnecessary risk 

for those whose lives are always at risk. 

As a record for history I wrote a book—length manuscript disproving the 

foul commercialization and exploitation that blamed the assassination to a 
Secret service agent in the fellow-4 car. 

If there is anotheTttempt on a president all those who are trying to make 

!aolitical capital of this one simild be held to_ccount. Including the sancti-
monious Batch who has already established himself, as a partisa9 bf there is an 
attempt to impeach and if there i„should be required to disqualify himself. 

Thanks for thct #airness of yaur today's column. Whenj saw your friend 

Russert passing -41at stuff left as news he looked a though he had just won 
a rulitzer! 
A Judge Johnson story that, if used, 

for James Angleton's records. She askek Harold qeisberg 
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"Why don t you just ask bim for them?” More than a decade after 's death! 
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could let her pi'oint my source, shows 
Sincrly, 

how uninformed 1 se is. There was a laswsuit \isia c e,-(4a1,4-7 


